Grating Pacific is proud to offer:

- **Composites Structures**, Fibergrate, Chemgrate & Safe-T-Span Fiberglass Gratings
- **Grip Strut, Perf-O Grip, Grate-Lock & Traction Tread Safety Gratings**
- **Slip Resistant Floor Plate**
- **Stair Nosings & Treads**
- **Polymer Concrete Drain Systems**

**New Product Spotlight**

**Orsogril Fence & Handrail Infill Panels**

Grating Pacific is proud to present the “Steel Art” of Orsogril, Italy’s premier line of electrofused steel panels for fencing, handrail infill panels, louvers, sunscreen and trellises. Incorporating premium European design, Orsogril provides architects with the ideal accent for modern design.

The art of Orsogril can be found in both vertical and horizontal applications. Starting with fashionable square and rectangular patterns, panels are easily fabricated with contours, diagonals and finish trims to maintain security and code compliance while complementing the harmony of adjacent architecture.

Beyond the rigid durability of steel components, Orsogril panels can be finished in a full palette of RAL colors. Powder coated panels with the undercoat of a primer or primer coatings will provide a corrosion-resistant, maintenance-free finish that will last for years.

For more information, visit our website at [www.gratingpacific.com](http://www.gratingpacific.com)
**Precast Polymer Concrete Systems**
- Slip Resistant Surface
- High Strength, Durable, Lightweight
- Cast of precast nosing shapes
- Available in various sizes and shapes

**Fiberglass Gratings**
- Lightweight, Non-Ferrous
- High Strength, Low Maintenance
- Custom Designs Available

**Grate-Lock™ Interlocking Systems**
- Interlocking Channels
- Interlocking Grating
- Available in various materials

**Star Nosings**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Perforated Bar Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Round Hole Patterns**
- Staggered and Line Patterns
- Available in various materials

**Steel Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Expanded Metal Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Steel, Aluminum, & Stainless Steel**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Aluminum Bar Grating**
- Solid Cover Available
- Maximum Corrosion Resistance
- Various Resins Available

**Standard Drain Outlets**
- Standard Bar Grating
- Fibergrate

**Integral Locking Devices**
- Modular Catch Basins
- Fast, Precise Installation
- USDA Approved Gratings

**Preformed Polymer Concrete Systems**
- Slip Resistant Surface
- High Strength, Durable, Lightweight
- Cast of precast nosing shapes
- Available in various sizes and shapes

**Fiberglass Bar Grating**
- Lightweight, Non-Ferrous
- High Strength, Low Maintenance
- Custom Designs Available

**Perforated Bar Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Round Hole Patterns**
- Staggered and Line Patterns
- Available in various materials

**Steel Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Expanded Metal Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Steel, Aluminum, & Stainless Steel**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Precast Polymer Concrete Systems**
- Slip Resistant Surface
- High Strength, Durable, Lightweight
- Cast of precast nosing shapes
- Available in various sizes and shapes

**Fiberglass Bar Grating**
- Lightweight, Non-Ferrous
- High Strength, Low Maintenance
- Custom Designs Available

**Perforated Bar Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Round Hole Patterns**
- Staggered and Line Patterns
- Available in various materials

**Steel Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Expanded Metal Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Steel, Aluminum, & Stainless Steel**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Preformed Polymer Concrete Systems**
- Slip Resistant Surface
- High Strength, Durable, Lightweight
- Cast of precast nosing shapes
- Available in various sizes and shapes

**Fiberglass Bar Grating**
- Lightweight, Non-Ferrous
- High Strength, Low Maintenance
- Custom Designs Available

**Perforated Bar Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Round Hole Patterns**
- Staggered and Line Patterns
- Available in various materials

**Steel Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Expanded Metal Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Steel, Aluminum, & Stainless Steel**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Preformed Polymer Concrete Systems**
- Slip Resistant Surface
- High Strength, Durable, Lightweight
- Cast of precast nosing shapes
- Available in various sizes and shapes

**Fiberglass Bar Grating**
- Lightweight, Non-Ferrous
- High Strength, Low Maintenance
- Custom Designs Available

**Perforated Bar Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Round Hole Patterns**
- Staggered and Line Patterns
- Available in various materials

**Steel Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Expanded Metal Grating**
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- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Steel, Aluminum, & Stainless Steel**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth
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- Slip Resistant Surface
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- Cast of precast nosing shapes
- Available in various sizes and shapes

**Fiberglass Bar Grating**
- Lightweight, Non-Ferrous
- High Strength, Low Maintenance
- Custom Designs Available

**Perforated Bar Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Round Hole Patterns**
- Staggered and Line Patterns
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**Steel Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Expanded Metal Grating**
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**Steel, Aluminum, & Stainless Steel**
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- Welded Wire Cloth

**Preformed Polymer Concrete Systems**
- Slip Resistant Surface
- High Strength, Durable, Lightweight
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**Fiberglass Bar Grating**
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**Perforated Bar Grating**
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**Round Hole Patterns**
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**Steel, Aluminum, & Stainless Steel**
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**Preformed Polymer Concrete Systems**
- Slip Resistant Surface
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- Cast of precast nosing shapes
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**Preformed Polymer Concrete Systems**
- Slip Resistant Surface
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- Cast of precast nosing shapes
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**Fiberglass Bar Grating**
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**Perforated Bar Grating**
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**Steel, Aluminum, & Stainless Steel**
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- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Preformed Polymer Concrete Systems**
- Slip Resistant Surface
- High Strength, Durable, Lightweight
- Cast of precast nosing shapes
- Available in various sizes and shapes

**Fiberglass Bar Grating**
- Lightweight, Non-Ferrous
- High Strength, Low Maintenance
- Custom Designs Available

**Perforated Bar Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Round Hole Patterns**
- Staggered and Line Patterns
- Available in various materials

**Steel Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Expanded Metal Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Steel, Aluminum, & Stainless Steel**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Preformed Polymer Concrete Systems**
- Slip Resistant Surface
- High Strength, Durable, Lightweight
- Cast of precast nosing shapes
- Available in various sizes and shapes

**Fiberglass Bar Grating**
- Lightweight, Non-Ferrous
- High Strength, Low Maintenance
- Custom Designs Available

**Perforated Bar Grating**
- Various Resins Available
- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth

**Round Hole Patterns**
- Staggered and Line Patterns
- Available in various materials

**Steel Grating**
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- Expanded Metal Grating
- Welded Wire Cloth
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Grating Pacific is proud to present the “Steel Art” of Orsogril, Italy’s premier line of electrofused steel panels for fencing, handrail infill panels, louvers, canopies, arches, and sunshades. Incorporating premium European design, Orsogril provides architects with the ideal accent for modern design.

The art of Orsogril can be found in both vertical and horizontal applications. Starting with fashionable square and rectangular patterns, panels are easily fabricated with contours, diagonals and finish trim to provide security and code compliance while complementing the harmony of adjacent architecture.

Beyond the rigid durability of steel components, Orsogril panels can be finished in a full palette of RAL colors. Powder coated panels with the underlying zinc or primer coatings will provide a corrosion resistant, maintenance-free finish that will last for years.

Fence and handrail, Orsogril is a versatile, secure and aesthetic solution.

New Product Spotlight
Orsogril Fence & Handrail Infill Panels

Grating Pacific is proud to offer:
Grating Pacific is proud to present the “Steel Art” of Orsogril, Italy’s premier line of electrofused steel panels for fencing, handrail infill panels, louvers, canopies, arches, and sunshades. Incorporating premium European design, Orsogril provides architects with the ideal accent for modern design.

The art of Orsogril can be found in both vertical and horizontal applications. Starting with fashionable square and rectangular patterns, panels are easily fabricated with contours, diagonals and finish trim to provide security and code compliance while complementing the harmony of adjacent architecture.

Beyond the rigid durability of steel components, Orsogril panels can be finished in a full palette of RAL colors. Powder coated panels with the underlying zinc or primer coatings will provide a corrosion resistant, maintenance-free finish that will last for years.

Fence and handrail, Orsogril is a versatile, secure and aesthetic solution.

New Product Spotlight
Orsogril Fence & Handrail Infill Panels

Grating Pacific is proud to offer:
Grating Pacific is proud to present the “Steel Art” of Orsogril, Italy’s premier line of electrofused steel panels for fencing, handrail infill panels, louvers, canopies, arches, and sunshades. Incorporating premium European design, Orsogril provides architects with the ideal accent for modern design.

The art of Orsogril can be found in both vertical and horizontal applications. Starting with fashionable square and rectangular patterns, panels are easily fabricated with contours, diagonals and finish trim to provide security and code compliance while complementing the harmony of adjacent architecture.

Beyond the rigid durability of steel components, Orsogril panels can be finished in a full palette of RAL colors. Powder coated panels with the underlying zinc or primer coatings will provide a corrosion resistant, maintenance-free finish that will last for years.

Fence and handrail, Orsogril is a versatile, secure and aesthetic solution.

New Product Spotlight
Orsogril Fence & Handrail Infill Panels

Grating Pacific is proud to offer:
Grating Pacific is proud to present the “Steel Art” of Orsogril, Italy’s premier line of electrofused steel panels for fencing, handrail infill panels, louvers, sunscreens and trellises. Incorporating premium European design, Orsogril provides architects with the ideal accent for modern design.

The art of Orsogril can be found in both vertical and horizontal applications. Starting with linear square and rectangular patterns, panels are easily fabricated with contours, diagonals and finish trim to provide security and code compliance while complementing the harmony of adjacent architecture.

Beyond the rigid durability of steel components, Orsogril panels can be finished in a full palette of RAL colors. Powder coated panels with the underlying zinc or primer coatings will provide a corrosion resistant, maintenance-free finish that will last for years.

Fence and Facade, Orsogril is a versatile, secure and aesthetic solution.

New Product Spotlight

Grating Pacific is proud to offer:

Orsogril Fence & Handrail Infill Panels

Fence Panels
Handrail Infill
Louver Panels
Overhead Trellis
Green Panels

Grating Pacific is proud to offer:

Composite Structures,
Fibergrate, Chemgrate & Safe-T-Span Fiberglass Gratings

Grate-Lock & Traction Tread Safety Gratings

Slip Resistant Floor Plate

Stair Nosings & Treads

Polymer Concrete Drain Systems

KEE Industrial Products-
Structural Slip-On Pipe Fittings

Architectural Pipe & Tube Fittings

Aluminum Architectural Grillework

ALGRIP

Kee Industrial Products-
 Structural Slip-On Pipe Fittings

Fibergreale

Composite Structures,
Fibergreale, Chemgrate & Safe-T-Span Fiberglass Gratings

Decking Systems

Grating Pacific is proud to offer:

Orsogril Fence & Handrail Infill Panels

Venetian, FL
1-800-543-3611

Overhead Trellis

Green Panels

Fence Panels